Competition Railroad Price Discrimination Legal Precedent
railroads and price discrimination: the roles of ... - railroads and price discrimination 87 regulation as it
was applied in the 1945–75 period. in each period, speciﬁc practices were heavily inﬂuenced by the changing
nature of inter- and intra-modal competition. the law and economics of price discrimination in modern
... - price discrimination as a species of competitive behavior.11 indeed, the newer focus of the antitrust bar
on discrimination as a manifestation of competition may provide a framework in which lawyers’ concern price
discrimination - department of economics - price discrimination. pigou™s classiÞcation underlines the fact
that discriminatory pricing is meant 5 in this paper, we emphasize demand drivers and take marginal cost as
constant. “big data and differential pricing” - whitehouse - shift from thirddegree - price discrimination
based on broad demographic categories towards personalized pricing. nevertheless, differential pricing still
presents several practical challenges. the higher price of cleaner fuels: market power in the ... - stavins
(2001) documents price discrimination in airline tickets that increases with the level of competition. the author
uses a reduced form model to study discounts due to fare restrictions. characteristics and types of price
discrimination - price discrimination in the wide sense of the word proposed here. not much depends,
however, on the acceptance or rejection of the extension of the concept proposed here. the regulation of
transport price competition - setting of agency differentiation, discrimination, and price leadership, the
issue of the appropriate roles of price competition and market forces, managerial initiative, and regulation has
been drawn. competition policy for u.s. freight railroads - 3rd degree pigovian price discrimination price
based on elasticity of demand higher prices to shippers with more options risks driving them off the rails,
resulting in shippers with fewer options analyzing the competitive effects of mergers: is there ... - price
discrimination in the railroad industry may constitute a rela- tively efficient method of covering fixed costs in
an industry with large economies of scale; scale economies in railroading will be discussed in second-degree
price discrimination on two-sided markets - second-degree price discrimination on two-sided markets
enrico böhme∗ johann wolfgang goethe-university, frankfurt august 2012 abstract the present paper provides
a descriptive analysis of the second-degree price discrimination
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